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1. Awareness Program on Women Acts 17.08.18 

The program was aimed at creating awareness among girls about women laws in India and thus 

improving their trouble-shooting capabilities. Sri NVVSN. Murthy, M.A., B.L. was invited to 

speak and interact with the students. 
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 2. Awareness Program on BMI 15.09.18 

Physical fitness is lacking among most of the girls. In view of this, the body mass index of all the 

girl students was calculated, and a retired lecturer Smt. P. Lakshmi Sudha was invited to interact 

with and enlighten them on the ill effects of underweight and overweight. Out of 18, six students 

had underweight while three students had overweight.  
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3. Cultural Competitions 09.01.19 

On the occasion of Sankranti Festival, cultural competitions like Rangoli, Tug of War, Mehendi 

were conducted, and the winners were given prizes on the Republic Day. All the students actively 

participated while Smt. K. Swarupa, WEC Convener coordinated the program in association with 

other faculty. 
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4. Bonfire 10.01.19 

With a view to creating and sustaining the cultural heritage of the Telugu people, Sankranti Bonfire 

was arranged with all traditional paraphernalia; the students came in traditional dress and 

participated in a festive mood.  
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5. Movie Screening & Review 29.01.19 

‘Awe’ is an Indian Telugu-language psychological thriller film released on 16 Feb. 2018. It deals 

with psychological issues and social problems like child abuse, sexual abuse, and drug abuse. The 

movie was screened to the students with a view to creating awareness among the girls, and to 

sensitizing the boys on the sufferings of the women in the society. Following the screening, all the 

students presented an oral review of the movie talking about the issued touched upon. 
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